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RUSH HOUR'S OVER: Freshman Sharnel Korala hugs a new sorority sister as Diane Pehl claps. Bid 
day, January 23, signalled the official end of formal rush for another year. One hundred and sixty-six 
women and 116 men received bids to join a campus fraternity. 
Plans for ASUPS Senate halt 
Elections and transition of officers means a delay 
in implementing possible changes in government 
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Jackson, Bobbitt, Harding: a 
three-ring media circus. 
(page 14) 
Bill & Jim: 
the men with the monkey wrenches 
For a complete Tacoma dis- 
count movie guide, see A & E 
Calendar. (page 7) 
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Formal Greeks 
`rush' around 
By Siri Engstrom 
Assistant News Editor 
Women and men alike were 
seen strolling across the Puget 
Sound campus between Janu-
ary 16 and 23 for Rush '94. To 
ring in the new year and a new 
pledge class, the 12 men's and 
women's fraternities hosted 
several afternoons and evenings 
of "parties" to meet with rush-
ees and get acquainted with pro-
spective new members. 
218 women (187 freshmen, 
27 sophomores, three juniors 
and one senior) and 150 men 
registered to rush. These num-
bers are consistent with past 
years. 
The number of male rushees 
had fallen to 130 at the com-
mencement of Rush. During 
the week, 40 women voluntar-
ily dropped out and seven were 
"system drops," meaning they 
were not invited back to any of 
the houses. Eight men failed to 
meet the grade requirement of 
the Greek system and were not 
allowed to proceed, reported 
IFC rush chair Brent Olson. 
For the women, the first two 
days involved going to all of the 
sororities twice, then some nar- 
By Steven MacLeod 
Staff Writer 
The plans to make room for 
the intramural soccer and 
women's softball fields by 
clearing out the houses between 
9th and 1 1 th streets from 
Warner to the Fieldhousc re-
sulted from an extensive deci-
sion-making process. Respond-
ing to student concerns (see The 
Trail, Dec. 9, 1993, p.3), Ray 
Bell, the university's financial 
vice president, clarified details 
of new athletic development 
plans during an interview in 
December. 
In the late eighties, the Trustee 
Committee for the Nineties was 
formed to identify priorities for 
the university. This committee 
surveyed various groups on 
campus including students, fac-
ulty, staff, alumni and trustees 
about what they thought should 
be done in the future. Using this 
data, a report was issued in 
October, 1990, called "The In-
stitutional Goals for the 1990s." 
"More intramural and inter-
collegiate recreation space was 
one of the higher priority items 
that came out of this report," 
said Bell.  
rowing down was done both by 
individuals and the houses in 
preparation for only four par-
ties on Friday evening. Satur-
day was preference day which 
involved attending formal par-
ties at a maximum of two so-
rorities. For those still inter-
ested, Bid Day concluded the 
formalities of Rush and brought 
with it 166 bids for the remain-
ing women. 
According 	 to 	 Bruce 
Clemetsen, assistant director of 
residential programs and Greek 
advisor, four sororities met their 
quotas. 
The sororities' Rush was 
headed up in part by Shay 
Bright, Panhellenic Rush Chair. 
Bright said there were several 
positive changes in the process 
that made it a success. 
"There was no dress code this 
year," said Bright. "I think it 
went over well. People were 
more comfortable, and there 
was no emphasis on clothing." 
The men began Rush by at-
tending six parties on Sunday, 
five on Monday, four the next 
Friday and two on Saturday. 
One hundred and sixteen men 
see RUSH page 2 
"At the same time, the Trustee 
Buildings and Grounds Com-
mittee (B&G) was identifying 
a campus master plan study. 
Essentially, the Trustee B&G 
Committee—which includes 
students, faculty, staff and trust-
ees—were saying 'Okay, we're 
going to take these projects that 
are identified by the Commit-
tee for the Nineties and build 
them into this master plan. — 
Bell stated he was concerned 
about the loss of 65 student 
housing spaces, but because the 
need for field space is consid-
ered so essential—especially for 
the intercollegiate softball and 
soccer teams, who presently 
must practice and compete at 
off campus facilities—the plan 
to fill and level the area during 
the summer was approved. 
"There are over 400 athletes, 
and over 1000 students who 
participate in intramural activi-
ties. There are more students 
who want to participate in in-
tramural activities, but we sim-
ply do not have the space. That 
is a demand we had to meet," 
said Bell. "Something had to 
come first, and this is the thing 
see HOUSING page 2 
By Rebecca Page 
News Editor 
As ASUPS gears up for the 
coming elections and new lead-
ers, plans for restructuring stu-
dent government have been 
placed on hold indefinitely. 
The current ASUPS presi-
dent, Jason Werts, spent much 
of the past semester frantically 
designing a new structure to 
replace Senate. The proposed 
structure would eliminate the 
pseudo-representative govern- 
ment experience of the current 	 "Basically, we wanted to see 
Senate and replace it with a how we can make ASUPS and 
model based on the corporate Senate better," Werts said. "We 
world and the board of trustees. have good people in Senate, it's 
Werts sat on a task force set the construct of Senate itself 
up to evaluate and redesign the that is the problem," said Werts, 
student government structure. citing vague job descriptions 
Othermembers of the task force and lack of direction as two 
were ASUPS vice president, Senate downfalls. 
Chuck Edwards; faculty repre- 	 A new look. The plan recom- 
sentative to Senate, Scott mended by the task force re-
She ffi eld ; Senate chair, Andy places senators with elected vice 
Aweida; senator, Lisa Mill; stu- presidents and it creates a new 
dent, Mike McManamna; Lisa 
Jenkins, student. 
	 see SENATE page 2 
Bell levels about 
housing losses 
"To make sure that 
all aspects of the 
student body run 
smoothly." 
-Emily Wong 
"To make sure 
that students get 
the most out of 
life while study- 
ing at UPS." 
-Roger Manuel 
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P HOTO POLL at do you think is the role of the ASUPS Senate? 
"We assume they represent us, but 
in what capacity we're not sure." 
-Michelle Martin & Scott Erickson 
"They represent 
us, yet I'm not 
sure in what 
manner." 
-Marc Jones 
"To make sure President Pierce 
doesn't sell Greek row to the 
Tacoma Community College." 
-Brad Henry & Brian Kendall 
19 January through 26 January 
Director of Security Services, Todd A. Badham, reports there were no crimes on campus this 
week—except for a tire mark on the grass and a few obscene phone calls—keep up the good work. 
So, in place of our usual crime-update, we present the following community service announce-
ment/space-filler reflecting a change in the Security Escort policy: 
Escorts to locations on-campus are available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
Escorts to and from locations off-campus are available by vehicle on the following limited 
basis: 
Times: 
Monday - Friday: 5:00 p.m. - 2:45 a.m. 
Saturday - Sunday: 6:45 p.m. - 2:45 a.m. 
Boundaries: 
East - West: Division & I Streets to N. Stevens 
North - South: N. 30th to 6th Avenue 
As always, to request either service, call Security at 756-3311 (or x3311 from on-campus). 
Submitted and edited by Rebecca Page, frantic news editor of The Trail 
CRIMES ON CAMPUS 
News 
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RUSH from page 1 
were offered bids, but accord-
- ing4G-CilsoiEor.the next two 
weeks we have a snap bid 
piptess:„Some people went 
through Rush and still felt that 
,,tbcy needed more infbrmation 
than they/1;ot from the Rush 
process. The numberSmay look 
smaller than other years, but 
percentage-wise they are the 
same," he continued, referring 
to the approximately 40% of 
freshmen males newly invited 
to join the Greek system. Olson 
also stated that once the snap 
bid process is completed, he 
expects this percentage to in-
crease to 50%. With these fig-
ures, four fraternities met their 
quotas. 
On the whole, most students 
who received bids were con- 
HOUSING from page 1 
that we thought was important, 
and that had to be done as soon 
as possible. This is one place we 
are really behind other schools 
in." 
A question raised by students 
was whether the houses could 
be salvaged in any way for use 
by Habitat for Humanity. Dur-
ing winter break, a representa-
tive from Habitat and two sepa-
rate moving companies evalu-
ated the condition of the 15 
houses to determine whether 
any of them can be moved. 
"When a house is moved, it 
has to be brought up to current 
day requirements, and that is an 
extremely expensive proposi-
tion because those are very old 
houses," Bell said. 
Complications with building 
codes, structural integrity, and 
removal procedures left only 
one duplex as an option fortrans- 
SENATE from page 1 
executive council. 
Through elections, the stu-
dent body would elect a presi-
dent, executive vice president 
and five additional vice presi-
dents. These five would hold 
respective responsibilities for 
Media & Campus Liaisons, Pro-
gramming, Student & Univer-
sity-Wide Concerns, Standing 
Committees and Public Rela-
tions. This council of seven 
would then appoint a sixth vice 
president in charge of Finances. 
The president and vice presi-
dents would all receive stipends 
in accordance with the require-
ments of their positions and 
some semblance of the current 
committee structure would be 
maintained. 
This plan provides for each 
tent. But it was a frantic week, 
as always. One freshmen de-
scribed the feeling as "over-
whelming. Everything hap-
pened so fast, and now I'm sud-
denly in a [sorority] house. I 
hope I haven't gotten in over 
my head." 
For those who elected not to 
rush, feelings were varied. Ac-
cording to Carrie Harpole who 
voluntarily dropped out, "I 
didn't really think it was for 
me. It was good to check it out, 
but I think I can get the things I 
want from sorority life without 
being in a sorority." 
Colleen Murray said that be-
sides the fact that her friends 
did not go through Rush, she 
"couldn't stand communal liv-
ing for another year. No more 
fer to another lot. Before demo-
lition occurs, however, Habitat 
will be allowed to retrieve sal-
vageable fixtures such as cabi-
nets, doors and windows. These 
operations will begin on the 
May 15 groundbreaking date 
and should not interfere with 
the scheduled September 
completion date. The fields will 
not be ready for use until the 
following spring to allow the 
grass to root properly. 
As for prospects of new hous-
ing, Bell made no promises. 
"I am not going to guarantee 
there will be more housing built. 
There is more housing planned, 
though. We looked at possibly 
building more houses three or 
four years ago, and the decision 
was not to do it because it was 
not needed," said Bell. "There 
was not enough student de-
mand. We had vacancies in our 
vice president to be a liaison 
between his or her constituency 
and the executive board with 
clearly defined responsibilities 
and voting rights. 
The corporate structure also 
provides for increased account-
ability by giving the executive 
council the capacity to fire and 
reappoint whenever a vice 
president is failing to fulfill her 
or his duties. 
Election time. Perhaps the 
most important part of this plan 
is the timeline for implementa-
tion. Originally, Werts hoped 
to have it ready for Senate and 
student approval before the up-
coming board of trustees meet-
ing. However, the task force 
decided it was better to allow 
the newly elected officers to  
hair balls in the shower!" 
(see Features, p. 8). 
For monetary reasons, 
Kevin Kurtz abstained from 
rushing but said he suspects 
he may regret this decision 
later. 
Albert Yun expressed his 
discontent with the process 
by saying, "I don't think any 
house can get to know some-
one in just three days." 
Pi Phi pledge Amy 
Ridlehuber said of Rush, 
"Every day got easier to 
handle. It was stressful but 
fun. I met people who actu-
ally seemed glad to know 
me...and they still say `hi' 
when I see them." 
housing system, and we still 
have spaces this fall, so we de-
cided not to begin construction 
on other houses. Three years 
ago, there was just not a large 
demand for new housing." 
The possibility of additional 
housing will be fully addressed 
once a new dean of students is 
elected. A primary task on the 
new dean's agenda will be to 
confer with a group of student 
representatives, and decide 
whether funds should be allo-
cated for this project. The two 
most likely building areas 
would be between the Student 
Union Building and Todd Hall 
or on the block between 1 1 th 
and 13th streets adjacent to Al-
der and Lawrence. 
Bell said "in an ideal world, 
everything gets done at the same 
time, but something had to come 
first, and this was it." 
make the decision. 
The plan is not in its final 
stages. This is a decision that 
must be made by the entire stu-
dent body and the design is still 
flexible. 
The decision is really in the 
hands, and ballots, of the stu-
dent-body as a whole as it con-
siders candidates for the execu-
tive ASUPS positions. Students 
may elect to office representa-
tives who reflect their own opin-
ions of the possible change. 
"Through arriving at an open-
ended plan, the restructuring 
committee is in essence em-
powering students to ask ques-
tions and offer their own input 
in terms of the structure they 
see best serving their needs," 
Jenkins said. 
Cable TV 65 channels of 'worts. game shows and soap operas. 
Tbe Apple' Macintwb I.0 520 
now comes with seven incredibly useful programs. What a package. 
News 
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q13y Craig Hollow 
News Copy Editor 
Two candidates for the posi-
tion of Dean of the University 
met the students this week, fac-
ing tough questions concerning 
recent Puget Sound shake-ups 
and the struggle to define the 
future of this institution. 
Clyde A. Haulman, professor 
of economics and scholar-in-
residence at the College of Wil-
liam and Mary in Williamsburg, 
Virginia, fielded student ques-
tions and concerns at an open 
forum on Monday. 
Fern L. Johnson, provost and 
vice president for academic af-
fairs at Clark University in 
Worcester, Massachusetts, en-
countered students and their 
voices Wednesday. 
Haulm an emphasized his 
view of students as "important 
to the process" of running an 
institution. "I come out of an 
environment where the edges 
are much more blurred concern-
ing [students and administra-
tors]," he said . 
Student Dennis Schmidt 
noted his experience of a"dwin-
dling lack of presence by the 
administration" and the stu-
dents' "rapidly diminishing 
faith" in the administration. 
Haulman recommended pe-
riodic student forums and in-
creased student membership in 
committees as ways to help 
improve communications be-
tween the two. "Institutional 
success occurs through consen-
sus," he said. 
Haulman said he sees the pool 
of potential university attend-
ees as decreasing in the coming 
years. Thus, the university must 
insure its survival in the in-
creasingly competitive world of 
higher education. "Those who 
survive know what they want to 
do and do it." The trend at Puget 
Sound to focus on liberal arts 
education through actions such 
as the sale of the law school, in 
Haulman's view, increases the 
university's potential for sur-
vival. 
When questioned about the 
recent sale of the law school 
and the university as a "busi-
ness," Haulman spoke like an 
economist. "The bottom eco-
nomic line is not going to go 
away. The question becomes 
[how do you get] flexibility." 
Johnson took a different tack 
on the student forum process, 
choosing to engage the audi-
ence with her own questions as 
well as with her answers to 
theirs. She sought the contro-
versies that plague the univer-
sity in a direct manner. 
"My routine involvement 
with students had to do with the 
most difficult problems [at 
Clark] university," said 
Johnson, who proceeded to dis-
cuss her "Student Advisory 
Console," an "informal sound-
ing board" forstudent concerns. 
She mentioned having dealt 
with issues of racism and anti-
Semitism that occurred on the 
Clark campus, as well as issues 
of curriculum, concerns with 
faculty and admission practices. 
The second forum had more 
students in attendance, in large 
part because David Droge 
brought his class to question 
the candidate. 
Droge brought up the issue of 
student evaluations asking, 
"How do you think those ought 
to be weighted?" Johnson said 
they "should be a major source" 
of materials used in evaluation. 
The most excited barrage of 
student questions, though, was 
directed to President Pierce af-
ter Johnson asked for student 
commentary on the university's 
social life and extra-curricular 
activities. Pierce asked how to 
advertise events and forums to 
more of the student body. 
The search for a new Aca-
demic Vice President and Dean 
of the University began when 
former Dean of the University, 
Tom Davis, announced his de-
cision to leave the position in 
the interest of other pursuits 
(The Trail, April 29, 1993). 
The Dean Search Committee 
will meet this coming week to 
develop their recommendation  
to the president who will make 
a final decision about the candi-
dates shortly thereafter. 
Any comments or concerns 
about the selection of the new 
dean of the university and aca-
demic vice president should be 
sent the president's office by 
Friday January 28. 
Meet the candidates Students attend Academic VP/Dean finalist forums 
OPEN FORUMS & CAMPUS EVENTS 
for the week of January 27 - February 2 
The Budget Task Force presents the 1994-95 
budget to ASUPS Senate at 6 p.m., Thurs., Jan. 
27, in the SUB boardroom. 
The Housing Focus Group will meet in the 
Residential Programs conference room, A- 
Frame F, on Mon., Jan. 31, at 3 p.m., to discuss 
housing lottery system and possible changes. 
All interested are welcome to join. 
Come to the Open Forum on "The 
Symbol-Using Animal: a celebration of the life 
and works of Kenneth Burke," on Wed., Feb. 2, 
at noon in the boardroom. Features readings by 
Tom Amorose, Frank Cousens, David Droge, 
Susan Fillippeli, Jack Roundy, Sarah Sloane 
and Matt Tabor. 
Both of these cost about $30 a month, 
but ours cows with programs you can actually use. 
Now, when you choose a qualifying Macintosh' or PowerBook' 
computer, you'll not only get Apple's new, lower prices. You'll also 
get s6e► popular software programs included for the same low 
price. These programs will help you manage your finances, sched-
ule your time and entertain your friends (the softwaiv alone has 
a combined SRP of $596*). And, when you qualify for the new Apple 
Computer Loan, the entire package shown here costs about $30 :ci 
month. So, for high-quality programming, turn on a Macintosh 
or PowerBook. It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. 
Introducing The Great Apple Campus Deal 
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information. 
The Bookstore 
756-3606 
100i .t/ph.r ,onpracr 	 1/1,1ght, ,iserttyl. Algae the Aiple logo. Maantosh arul Pawed-took are reguiered trademarks of ,4pple Limp:der. Ina ..ippIeCD is a tindernark of Apple Computer. Inc*Basid on the combined Suggested Retail Prices (SRP) of lbeproductv in lbe c unpu. .syllitarc 
\( 0,r 11,01004 n 1, 	 (kloircr I 	 .Colitrarr is not included in the onginal product packaging US thorn in this ad. But vou will receive Mew .vane sylluure programs in an integrated package from Apple. 'Monthly payment is an estimate based on an Apple Computer Loan 01 
1,+'.y',`' ,0 10r The 11,0 01061' II 	 i 'SO oath internal Applear 3001 (.D-ROW drive .4pple Koboard II and mouse) sistein shown above. Prue and loan amount are based on Apple's estimate of higher education prices as of October 21, 1993. Alt computer .9stern price. loan amount, 
	
0,01,0,06 	 mod, roan ran sec rounippie Campus Reseller for curren1.9slem prices. A 5.5% loan ortginalion fee will be added to lbe requested loan amount. 7be interest rale is variabk, based on the commercial paper rate plus 535%. For lbe month of (dober 1993. the  Mien's/ 
	
rale 	 S n 1",. r, ilb 	 ll'A' ')NO% 8 year loan term with no prepayment penalty The monthly payment chosen assumes no deferment of principal or interest (deferment will change your monthly pqrnents). Tbe Apple computer Loans subteen° credit apprmul 
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By Darin Padur 
Sports Copy Editor 
The Puget Sound men's bas-
ketball team used hot shooting 
and a strong inside game to hand-
ily defeat Seattle University 97-
86 in an NAIA Pacific Northwest 
Region game before a sparse 
crowd at Memorial Fieldhouse 
on Saturday night. 
Senior point guard Todd 
Doolittle led all scorers with 20 
points and also dished out four 
assists before being sidelined for 
most of the second half with a 
shoulder stinger. Doolittle was 5-
for-8 from three point land and 
scored 17 of his points in the first 
half, continuing his torrid shoot-
ing pace over the past few games. 
The Loggers (4-1 league; 12-6 
overall) got out of the gate in a 
hurry, rattling off the first seven 
points of the game before the 
Chieftains were able to answer. 
After calling an early timeout to 
regroup, Seattle was able to use 
its frontcourt strength and full 
court press to keep the score close 
throughout the first half. 
Two quick fouls at the 16:23 
mark forced starting sophomore 
wing Whitney Dixon, the Log-
gers' second leading scorer, to 
the bench for the remainder of the 
first half. Marshall Bennett was 
summoned off the bench and hit 
all three of his 3-point attempts 
en route to his 11 points for the 
game. 
The highlight of the first half 
was a diving steal by Doolittle 
and a subsequent cross court pass 
to Casey Irgens, who fed Matt 
Droege for a baseline dunk to put 
the Loggers up by seven with 
1:25 left in the half. 
Despite shooting a blistering 58 
percent from three point range, 
the Loggers held only a slight 54-
49 edge at halftime. After the 
half, Puget Sound began to take 
over the game. 
"In the first half we played man-
to-man [defense]," said Doolittle. 
"In the second half we switched 
to our pressure zone." 
This intense zone defense gave 
the Chieftains fits and held Se- 
"The second half, we 
played the best 
basketball since I've 
been here." 
—Casey Irgens 
attle to a dismal 33 percent shoot-
ing from the field, allowing the 
Loggers to get on a 30-11 roll and 
eventually open up a 30 point 
lead. 
"The second half, we played 
the best basketball since I've been 
here," Irgens said. "We boxed out 
and played well." 
"Once we started nailing our 
outside shots, it really opened  
things up inside for us," senior 
post Mike Jesch added. 
Capitalizing on Seattle guard 
Andre Lang's seven turnovers, 
Puget Sound was in complete 
control for the rest of the way 
before Seattle made a feeble 
run at the end to make the score 
respectable. 
The second half featured the 
emergence of freshman point 
guard Scott Sonntag, who was 
pressed into additional service 
after Doolittle's shoulder in-
jury. But Sonntag showed con-
fidence, hitting all three of his 
shots and dishing off a pair of 
assists in just over ten minutes 
of play. 
Doolittle, who returned to the 
game after getting his shoulder 
checked, agreed that Sonntag 
is coming of age. 
"His confidence is really 
growing in practice and it is 
beginning to show in the 
games," Doolittle said. "He's 
coming right along." 
Other Logger highlights in-
cluded Irgens' 6-for-8 shoot-
ing for 13 points and three 
steals. 
The Loggers maintained their 
second place position in the 
NAIA Pacific Northwest Re-
gion behind Western Washing-
ton, whom the Loggers lost to 
earlier this month in overtime 
95-80. 
see HOOPS page 5 
TO THE HOLE BA-BEE!! Freshman point guard Scott Sonntag lays it 
in over Seattle University's Eton Pope. Sonntag scored six points off the 
bench in the Loggers' 97-86 victory over the Chieftains on Saturday night. 
Loggers axe Chieftains 
Men's basketball grabs second place in region 
Swimmers dominate Simon Fraser; face PLU next 
   
By Seth Donsker 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Both the Puget Sound men's 
and women's swim teams con-
tinued their march toward na-
tionals with impressive wins 
over Simon Fraser University 
at Wallace Pool on Saturday. 
The men won 126-74 and the 
women outscore4.1the Clan 119-
75. 
Puget Sound's men's 400-
meter medley relay team, con-
sisting of Greg Kabacy, Rich 
Butler, Roger Woods and Marc 
Kincaid, set a meet and pool 
record with a time of 3 min-
utes, 57.21 seconds. 
Other Logger standouts were 
Michelle Parrish in the 50-
meter freestyie, Erica ThiCtitien 
in the 200 backstroke and Don 
Frye in the 800 freestyle. All 
won their respective events. 
  
 
The NAIA National Swim-
ming and Diving Champion-
ships will be held March 2 
through 5 at the King County 
Aquatic Center in Federal 
Way. The Loggers, looking to 
improve upon last season's 
second place national finish, 
will be seriouscontendersonce 
again. 
  
 
Notes—Roth squads will head 
across town to battle Pacific 
Lutheran University an Saturday. 
The Lutes and Loggers will team 
up to host the National Champi-
onship meet in M arch...The 1-og-
ger men and women each finished 
:•ceoilLi at last year's national tour - 
tiainent. 	 the squads each had 
a SCaqvillg 
	
S.n:11,1 
havc will 1. n.;,) ;nor,' ila 
it na; talcs Ev5I sc3;.;ofi 	 lA)g- 
eers recruited Jivers for the 1 ,;93-
93 squad. 
       
FUTURE CHAMPIONS? The Puget Sound women's swim team hopes to improve its second place finish 
lost year at the NAM National Swimming and Diving Championships. 
     
Fan support determines press coverage 
By Jon Wolfer 
Sports Editor 
For those loyal readers who were in 
a stupor last semester, the University 
of Puget Sound won the NAIA Na-
tional Championships in women's 
cross country and volleyball. That 
feat — one school winning two national championships in 
one season — has only been equalled once prior in NAIA 
history. 
Many readers and athletes were dissatisfied with the 
coverage that The Trail provided for the women's cross 
country team in comparison to the coverage that Logger 
volleyball received. The cross country team, which also 
won the national title in 1992, deserved more ink than they 
got, according to these angry devoted followers. 
I do not want to take anything away from the accomplish-
ments of Logger cross country. Back-to-back national 
championships are nothing to scoff at. However, one of the 
factors in the decision to cover the volleyball team closer 
than cross country was the increasing fan suiNC11. for Puget 
Sound volleyball. 
It started with 1...hx, IsIeacher Creatures displaying their 
rabid fanaticism by arriving at home matches decked out in 
war paint, carrying signs and banners, and basically mak-
ing life miserable for opponents. 
It continued with a record-setting crowd for the NAIA 
District 1 championship match — over 600 fans filled 
Memorial Fieldhouse, providing the ultimate home court 
advantage as Puget Sound crushed Simon Fraser and Lewis-
Clark State. 
Volleyball-mania spilled over the state line as nearly 250 
fans trekked to Monmouth, Ore., through the fog, gloom  
and lack of signs directing them to Western 0 n,:17,611 Mate 
College. But the fans made it th`a; aiely and watched the 
Loggers pounr1 tie Wolves to earn a trip back to the 
11:11.ional championships in San Diego. 
The Loggers didn't make the trip to California alone. 
About 15 students neglected their late-semester studies to 
road trip to the national championship tournament. They 
didn't come back to Tacoma disappointed, as Puget Sound 
shook the early-tournament jitters and pounded Hawaii-
Hilo to become the first school outside of Hawaii or 
California to win the NAIA title. 
The Trail had the privilege of having a staff writer and 
photographer at the tournament, furnishing on-site cover-
age that even The News Tribune couldn't match. 
Unfortunately, fan support for cross country didn't match 
see V-BALL VS. X-CTRY page 5 
LSAT and GRE exam on April 9 
classes begin on February 15 
angle ,s not arawn to sea 
Comprehensive test prep 
from Steven Klein Co. 
fora very 
comprehensive test. 
The course features eight, 4 
classes plus weekly tutorials. 
The price-$395. Call now 
for a free seminar. 524-4915. 
STEVEN KLEIN 
LSAT(and GRE)CO. 
V-BALL VS. X-CTRY from page 4 
volleyball. If it had, The Trail 
surely would have reflected that 
fact. 
Geographical factors also 
played a role as no one volun-
teered to make the trip to Kenosha, 
Wise. to cover the national cross 
country meet. Southern Califor-
nia was much more appealing than 
Wisconsin in November. 
I never overheard people dis-
cussing weekend plans that in-
cluded waking up for a cross coun-
try meet at 8 a.m. on a Saturday 
morning. Dialogue similar to the 
following was rare: 
Jack: Hey Jill! You wanna 
have breakfast and go to the cross 
country meet? 
Jill: Of course! I'll provide 
the hot chocolate, you bring the 
blankets! 
Jack: Okay! I'll pick you up at 
6:30 a.m. 
Jill: And after the meet, we 
can go to the Logger football 
game! 
But crowds increased for Log-
ger volleyball. The matches be-
came more intense and exciting 
as the road to the national title 
continued. 
I hope that the remarkable ac-
complishments of the Puget 
Sound cross country team were 
not diminished in the eyes of our 
readers. But because The Trail is 
user-friendly, the coverage of 
Logger volleyball increased as the 
crowds packed the Fieldhouse. 
The potential exists for addi-
tional national championships in 
1994 for Puget Sound. The 1994 
NAIA National Swimming and 
Diving Championships will take 
place at the King County Aquatic 
Center in Federal Way, a definite 
home pool advantage for the Log-
gers. Both the women's and men's 
squads finished second overall at 
the 1993 championships in San 
Antonio. 
Puget Sound men's basketball 
has played impressively as the 
team passes the midway point of 
the season. Last week's one-point 
loss to Willamette in Salem, the 
1993 NAIA Division H champi-
ons, was due mainly to question-
able officiating. The Loggers cur-
rently are in second place in the 
Pacific Northwest Region with a 
game next month against the first-
place Western Washington Vi-
kings. 
Fans may demand more cover-
age of the men's basketball team 
as it makes its championship drive 
at the expense of the men's and 
women's swim teams despite the 
fact that all squads have an equal 
chance, in my opinion, of win-
ning a national title. Just a warn-
ing. 
Notes—The Loggers' Todd Cooley 
was named to the NAIA Division II 
all-American Second Team. Cooley 
was second overall in the nation in 
punting yardage and punting average 
in 1993...Should one of the Puget 
Sound swim teams win the national 
title in March, it would be the first 
time in NAIA history that a college 
has had three national championship 
teams in one school year...Of course, 
it's possible for the Puget Sound soft-
ball or men's basketball teams to 
make it four or five Logger national 
titles for 93-94. If that happens, I will 
shave my head. 
offers 
NIGHTLY U.P.S. SPECIALS: 
MONDAY 
1/2 Price Pizzas, both sizes! 5-10pm 
TACO TUESDAY 
$1.00 Off Famous Soft-Taco! 
(Vegetarian, Beef or Chicken Soft Taco) 5-10pm 
WEDNESDAY 
Happy Hour Prices on Draft Pitchers 
from 9-12pm when you show your U.P.S. ID! 
All Specials Valid Through Feb.28, 1994 
Restaurant/Pub 272-3435 611 North Pine Street 
Completely Non-Smoking 
	 32 Beers on Draft 
)17- 141111 	  ) 
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qBy Beth Champine 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound women's bas-
ketball team welcomed students 
back for second semester with a 
convincing win over Northwest 
College 85-43 in a non-league 
matchup after a loss earlier in the 
week to Western Washington Uni-
versity. 
The Loggers dazzled the crowd 
in the Fieldhouse Thursday night 
by shooting 50 percent from the 
field. Junior wing Molly Avery 
led all scorers for the Loggers with 
17 points. Senior post Johanna 
Bay had 14, and senior wing 
Kristina Klarich came off the bench 
with 12. Junior point guard Susan 
Overton contributed 11. 
Freshman guard Kelly Kaiser 
started for the second time this 
season, scoring five points and 
grabbing six rebounds in her 15 
minutes of playing time. 
Freshman guard Heather Seeley, 
seeing her first significant playing 
time of the season, had a game-
high nine rebounds. 
After traveling to Simon Fraser 
Thursday, the Loggers return home 
to take on St. Martin's College 
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. at the 
Fieldhouse. 
Notes—The Loggers lost to Seattle 
University in Seattle on Tuesday night 
73-63 in a Pacific Northwest Region 
game. Johanna Bay scored 14 points 
to lead Puget Sound and Molly Avery 
led with nine rebounds. Seattle's 
LaShanna White, an NAIA all-Ameri-
can last season, scored 26 points and 
grabbed 14 rebounds...The Loggers 
also dropped a Pacific Northwest Re-
gion game to Western Washington 
earlier in the week 80-59. Bay led 
Puget Sound scoring with 14 
points... Wendy Davis leads the Log- 
HOOPS from page 4 
The Loggers head out on the 
road for another important league 
game against an improved Central 
Washington team. 
"Central had some acquisitions 
over break and are beginning to 
play well," Doolittle said about the 
Loggers' next opponent. 
"[Ellensburg]'s always a tough 
place to play and the Wildcats seem 
to be improving since we played 
them last [at the Holiday Classic 
tournament in December]." 
The Loggers return home to play 
the powerful offense of BYU-Ha-
waii at 7 p.m. in the Fieldhouse on 
Friday. 
Dr— 
gers in scoring, averaging 14.3 points 
a game. Bay averages seven rebounds 
a game to lead Puget Sound in that 
category...Tuesday's loss to the Chief-
tains dropped Puget Sound to 5-13 
overall and 1-3 in the Pacific North-
west Region, good for sixth place in 
the region. 
Notes—Freshman Manny Martucci, 
who leads the NAIA in 3-point field 
goal percentage (.56d), racked up 12 
points against the Chieftains, but was 
0-2 from three point range. Martucci's 
percentage was over .600 earlier in the 
season...Defending NAIA Division II 
champion Willamette University de-
feated Puget Sound earlier in the week 
86-85 in Salem, the Bearcats' third 
victory in as many games over the 
Loggers this season...BYU-Hawaii is 
14th in the NAIA in team offense, 
scoring 94.9 points per game... Results 
from Wednesday's game in Ellensburg 
against Central were unavailable at 
press time. 
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MOD ENO 
Blue Mouse 
Theatre 
2611 N. Proctor 
(formerly the Bijou) 
will celebrate its re-opening 
Feb. 4, 5 & 6 
Movie to be announced 
(Watch for more in the Trail) 
showings at 7:00 & 9:00 
Admission $3.00 
t..1_$2.00 with ASB card xed 
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AVERY FOR TWO: Molly Avery scores two of her 17 points over 
Northwest College's Janea Powell in Puget Sound's 85-43 demolition of 
the Eagles last Thursday. 
 
Women's basketball rebounds, 
crushes Northwest College  
Logger Spotlight: 
Irgens assumes new role for Loggers 
q y Greg Rosenblatt 
Staff Writer 
The playoffs are in sight for 
the Puget Sound men's basket-
ball team; getting to nationals in 
Kansas City will require strong 
leadership from the seniors on 
the squad. 
Casey Irgens, starting post and 
a senior on the team, has shown 
consistent ability on the court 
and has also become a motiva-
tional voice on the team. As one 
of only three seniors on the team, 
his experience helps to provide 
a necessary foundation that is 
important for any successful 
team. 
Irgens played his first two 
years at North Idaho Junior  Col-
lege. He then transferred to 
University of Montana, where 
he redshirted a season but gained 
valuable NCAA Division I ex-
perience. 
"I learned that I wasn't the 
kind of guy that wanted to play 
40 hours a week, plus Sundays," 
Irgens said with a laugh. "But 
when you work hard it pays 
dividends. It taught me how to 
win." 
The dividends for the Griz-
zlies paid off in the 1991-92 
season in the form of the Big 
Sky Conference Championship; 
Irgens still cherishes the cham-
pionship ring. 
Irgens transferred to Puget 
Sound last year, and he credits 
Logger coach Bob Niehl for 
bringing him to Tacoma. 
"Coach Niehl is the reason I 
came here and one of the rea-
sons I enjoy Puget Sound so 
much," Irgens said. 
Irgens scores an average of 
11.4 points per game and grabs 
over three rebounds per game. 
He has the third best free-throw 
percentage in the NAIA Pacific 
Northwest Region. 
"He's gotten a lot stronger and 
COUNT THE BASKET AND THE 
strong to the hoop in a game against 
can shoot the three well," Niehl 
said of Irgens. "We will need his 
leadership as the season 
progresses." 
Although he now shares much of 
his playing time with fellow posts 
Mike Jesch, Matt Droege and Brian 
Vukelich, Irgens still plays an im-
portant role on the team — that of 
FOUL: Casey Irgens takes it 
Willamette earlier this season. 
a team leader who inspires 
younger teammates like Vukelich 
to hustle and play aggressively. 
"He's a great motivator," 
Vukelich said of Irgens. 
The Loggers will need all the 
motivation they can get if they 
are to achieve their potential and 
go to the NAIA Championships. 
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You'll Go FURTHER. 
BECAUSE 
YOU'RE 
IN GOOD 
COMPANY... 
Providing an ideal work environment has been one of 
SAFECO's main objectives since its inception in 1923. We 
feel that by creating an atmosphere where your ideas matter 
and every employee is respected and rewarded, you have 
the opportunity to go as far as your talent and drive will 
take you. At SAFECO, integrity, decency and honesty are 
words we live by and they are qualities we seek in the 
employees we hire. 
It is these qualities that has made SAFECO one of the 
leading diversified financial corporations in America. Our 
success gives you the foundation for your own success. 
If you are interested in a position in our Information 
Systems Department, SAFECO representatives will be on 
campus for an 
Infumation Session 
Tuesday, February 15, 3:00 pm 
Contact Academic & Career Advising 
at ext. 3337 
For more information regarding SAFECO, please contact 
your Center for Career Services. We are an equal opportunity 
employer committed to hiring a diverse workforce. 
SAFECO® 
Tl~E tAIEEIC 
Todd Doolittle 
Senior point guard Todd Doolittle scored 40 points in two games last 
week and was named the Puget Sound/Dande Trophy Company 
Athlete of the Week. 
Doolittle made good on 11 of 17 three-pointers in games against 
Willamette and Seattle University last week, moving to second place 
in the NAIA Pacific Northwest Region for three-point percentage 
behind teammate Manny Martucci. Doolittle is also second in the 
region in steals and third in assists. 
c"UPCOM1NG 
E EVENT 
   
Men's Basketball—Friday, 7 p.m. at Memorial 
Fieldhouse vs. Brigham Young-Hawaii 
Women's Basketball—Tuesday, 7 p.m. at Memorial 
Fieldhouse vs. St. Martin's College 
Support Logger Athletics 
LE  
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Overachievers, Hard workers, 
Entrepreneurs sought 
Triple A Student Painters, a Seattle-based management development company, has been 
hiring students in Western Washington every fall and winter for the last seven years to 
participate in their 
Summer Management Program 
We hire students from every faculty and major. No business or painting experience is 
ne,:essaiy. What is required is that you have demonstrated leadership qualities and have a 
genuine interest in getting first hand business experience. 
We teach students to: put together a personal mission statement; create their own business 
plan; sell and market effectively; hire, train, and manage other students as painters; 
schedule and manage production, and in general to manage their time more effectively. 
This is hard work and a full-time sumrrIcl- commitment Financial rewards are excellent. 
Our average student manager last year earned over $7000 during the summer. We 
guarantee base earnings of 54000. The rest depends on the student and his/her desire 
and abilities. 
If you have an interest in learning more about this opportunity please call 1-800-282-6189, 
or drop a letter to our office at 1107 NE 45th, Suite 115, Seattle, 98105. We can set you 
up for a low key, informal information session. We can also have you contact a variety of 
students who participated in our program last yea'. Call now or drop a letter. • 
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NICHOLAS PAYTON 
Pantages Theater 
Tuesday, Febraury 1, 7:30p.m. Pre-performance discussion 6:30p.m. 
Tickets: $25/$22/$19/$13; $8 student day-of-show rush 
Sponsored by Key bank of Washington with KPLU 88.5 
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Music by 	 Book and Lyrics by 
RICHARD RODGERS OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN II 
Based on the play "Green Gym , the Lilacs" by Lynn 
Original Dances by 
AGNES DE MILLE 
(VC  
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
OCompiled by Maija Blaufuss 
A & E Assistant 
Jan. 27th through Feb. 5th 
 
2 7Thursday 	 3 °Sunday 
  
3Thursday 
 
Discount Movie Guide 
     
      
Black History Month Lecture 
Walter Muhammed from the Nation of Is-
lam 
Kilworth Chapel (UPS) 
8 pm 
FREE 
Music-Green 15, 5 Fishermen and 
Electrolux 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 pm 
Call 272-8085 for more info. 
28 Friday 
Jacobsen Series-East Meets West 
Presented by UPS School of Music 
Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS) 
8 pm 
Tickets at Info. Center 
$6 general, $4 students/staff/faculty/sr. citi-
zens 
A Musical Hit-Parade-The 1940's Radio 
Hour 
Tacoma Little Theatre 
8 pm 
Call 272-2481 for tickets & more info. 
CD Release Party 
Black Atmosphere plus two special guests 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 pm 
Call 272-8085 for more info. 
2 9 Saturday 
Music in the Chapel 
Well Tempered Organist I 
Kilworth Chapel (UPS) 
9 am to 1 pm 
FREE 
The 1940's Radio Hour continues... 
8 pm 
See Jan. 28th for more info. 
Music-Lemons, Give and special guests 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 pm 
Call 272-8085 for more info. 
Black History Month Concert-Ladysmith 
Black Mambazo 
Ficldhouse (UPS) 
8 pm 
Tickets at Info. Center 
$6 for UPS students/$12 gen. admission 
Film narrated by Don Cooper-Land of 
Shining Mountains (Montana/Pacific 
Northwest) 
Presented by World Cavalcade 
Pantages Theatre 
2 & 6 pm 
$9, $8, $7; $6 18 & under 
591-5894 for tickets 
627-3271 for info. 
DJ Dance Party 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 pm 
Call 272-8085 for more info. 
1 Tuesday 
Black History Month-BSU Talent Night 
Cellar (UPS) 
6 pm 
FREE 
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra-Marcus 
Roberts, LewSolof, Marcus Belgrave, Brit 
Woodman and Milt Grayson 
Presented by Broadway Center for the Per-
forming Arts 
Pantages Theatre 
7:30 pm 
$25, $22, $19, $13 
591-5894 for tickets and info. 
2 Wednesday 
Black History Month-Blacks in Politics 
Tele-conference 
Moderated by Julian Bond 
Kilworth Chapel basement (UPS) 
10 am 
FREE 
Black History Month-Andy 0 
Presented by ASUPS Showcase 
SUB Great Hall (UPS) 
"Dinner Hour" 
FREE 
Black History Month-Poetry Night 
Hosted by Bill Lyne (English) 
Cellar (UPS) 
7 pm 
FREE 
4 Friday 
The 1940's Radio Hour continues... 
8 pm 
See Jan. 28th for more info. 
Organ in the Chapel-Organ at Noon 
Kilworth Chapel (UPS) 
Noon 
FREE 
5 Saturday 
A Visual Feast-2 1/2-3 Dimension Con-
structions and Weird Art Chicks 
Presented by Whitey and Christopher 
Downtown Tacoma 
706 Court C 
8 pm to midnight 
$8 (includes feastables) 
The 1940's Radio Hour continues... 
8 pm 
See Jan. 28th for more info. 
Organ in the Chapel-Well Tempered 
Organist 11 
Kilworth Chapel (UPS) 
9 am to 1 pm 
FREE 
Special Event  
The Kittredge Gallery presents the works 
of Dan Senn and Bill Colby. Dan Senn is 
an artist of many medias. His presentation 
includes flutter moths, sculptural instru-
ments, music, texts and videos. Dan Scnn's 
exhibit will be in the main gallery. Bill 
Colby has a display of woodblock prints in 
the small gallery. These exhibits will be 
presented in Kittredge Gallery through Feb-
ruary 27. 
Gallery hours are Monday through Fri-
day, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and on Sunday, 1-4 
p.m. Admission to Kittredge Gallery is 
free. 
CAMPUS FILMS-Strictly Ballroom 
Strictly Ballroom-7 and 9:30 p.m. on Fri. 
(Feb 4th) and Sat. (5th) 
Strictly Ballroom-6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sun. 
(6th) 
McIntyre 003 (UPS) 
$1 with ID, $2 without 
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS-CoolRun-
nings,JurassicPark,Carlito'sWay,Rudy, 
and Demolition Man. 
Call 565-6100 for more info. 
All shows $1.25 
AMC- Philadelphia, Iron Will, The Air 
up There, House Party III, Tombstone, 
Golden Gate, Sister Act 11, Car 54, Where 
are You? and Beethoven's Second. 
Call 565-7000 for more info. 
All shows $3.50 for students w/ID 
RIALTO THEATRE-Double Feature-
Nosferatu the Vampyre and The Hunger 
Nosferatu the Vampyre- 7 pm on Fri. (Jan 
28) and 8 pm on Sat. (Jan 29) 
The hunger- 9 pm on Fri. (Jan 28) and 6 & 
10 pm on Sat. (Jan 29) 
$5 for the double feature 
Call 591-5894 for more information 
Laser Show Schedule 
All shows located at the Pacific Science 
Center at the Seattle Center 
Shows $6 regularly, Tuesdays are $3 
Call 443-2001 for more information 
Tues. Laser U2 
	
7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Wed. Laser Hendrix 	 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Thurs. Laser Metallica 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. Laser U2 
	
7:30 p.m. 
Laser Floyd: Dark Side 9 p.m. 
Laser Metallica 	 10:30 p.m. 
Laser Floyd: The Wall 
	
Midnight 
Sun. Laser Zeppelin 	 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
COMING SOON: Bill Colby's "Swift 
River" woodcut. 
Pantages Theater 
Saturday, January 29 2:00p.m.& 8:OOp.m. Performance. 
7:00p.m. Pre -performance discussion 
Tickets: $35/$32/$28/$24; $8 student day
-of-show rush 
Sponsored by Merrill Lynch 
For tickets, stop by the Broadway Center Ticket Office, 901 Broadway, Tacoma, or call 591-5894 Monday-Friday 
between 11:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m., or Ticketmastcr at 627-8497. As always, group discounts are available. 
EARTHQUAKES? Bill helps Jim reinforce supports in the crawl space under a house. The supports are supposed 
to help the houses survive a quake, wheat the "Big One" strikes Tacoma. 
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Bill and Jim: 
The men with the mon 
There are 80 houses on this campus. Each must have 
at least four drains, probably more. That's over 320 
drains just waiting to get clogged. Hair, food, more 
hair, toothbrushes, and God knows what is just 
building up until you've got last week's corn coming 
up thorough your bathroom sink and nothing going 
down. You need help. You call the Plant Department. 
qBy David Franzen 
Features Editor 
Fixing drains is the most corn-
mon, and the most dreaded, prob-
lem Jim Bonner and Bill Brown 
face every working day. Bill and 
Jim, maintenance workers for the 
Plant Department, are in charge 
of fixing problems in all 80 Uni-
versity owned houses. That means 
clogged drains and everything else 
that goes wrong. What they or the 
rest of the Plant Department can't 
do themselves they contract to 
outside workers. 
Neither man is short, nor a gi-
ant. Jim smokes and his hair is 
going gray. Bill's hair is brown. 
He's got a mustache and wears a 
brown hat. Bill drives a motor-
cycle to work, and Jim's got a 
pick-up truck with an Energizer 
bunny on the dash board. 
When Bill and Jim come to 
repair something at my house, we 
always try to show our apprecia-
tion with a friendly "take it easy" 
as they leave. Bill is master of the 
one-liner, the usual response is, 
"I'll take it anyway I can get it." If 
you ask them if they need some 
more light to work, you'll hear, 
"sure, Bud Light." 
"I spend more time in this truck 
than I do with my wife," says Bill. 
The truck is an old, blue pickup 
with a tall white canopy top on the 
bed. It is their most prized piece of 
equipment. There's room in back 
to stand and use a built-in work 
bench or grab parts from the la-
beled cubbyholes lining the 
walls—floor to ceiling. Jim and 
Bill explain that they've had the 
truck for three years, before they 
drove a small van that was 
"slowly—make that quickly, dy-
ing." 
I spent one morning with Jim 
and Bill as they travelled across 
campus with their tools and clip-
board full of work orders. Porch 
lights, some loose railing, siding, 
mice and, yes, one clogged drain 
were on the agenda. 
"You got the keys?," Jim asks. 
"It's like that every time." 
"I've got CRS." 
"What's CRS?" I ask. 
"Can't Remember Shit." 
First job: the railing. We stop at 
a house off Alder. 
"It says," they read the work 
order, "...by driveway." 
There's no drive-way to speak 
of, and the only railing to be found 
is short runs of white wood, firmly 
in place. The work order was filled 
out wrong. 
"It happens sometimes," they 
say, but the Plant staffer who got 
it wrong earned a light hearted 
expletive. 
"He's been here long enough 
to know better." 
And Bill and Jim have been 
here long enough to know what 
house to go to anyway. We head 
further north to find two long, 
loose runs of black pipe. 
Jim will have put in seven years 
this February, and Bill six in May. 
Both plan to retire from Plant 
Department. 
"That's our plan," says Jim. 
"This is the most stable job I've 
ever had," says Bill who used to 
own a feed store and worked 14 
jobs before landing this one. 
"We've worked to- 
gether for five years. 
We know what the 
next guy is going to 
say." 
—Bill and Jim 
"There's work to do every da: 
This is the first job I've had whet 
I actually look forward to coming 
to work every day," he says. 
They've also been working to-
gether for a while. 
"We've worked together for 
five years. We know what the 
next guy is going to say." 
They've got a good working 
relationship. Both are easy going, 
and listen to each other's sugges-
tions. Neither seems to be the one 
in-charge—and that kind of thing 
doesn't seem to matter to them. 
They just get the work done. 
"He's got the memory. I've 
got the skills," says Jim. 
"If I write something in my file 
I'll remember it, as long as I write 
it down I don't have to go back  
and look it up," says Bill. Occa-
sionally, however, Bill says Jim's 
CRS is contagious. 
The verdict on the railing is to 
put a couple supports in. The rail-
ing frames a down-sloping drive-
way for a basement garage. They 
stretch from the side of the house 
almost to the sidewalk and are 
supposed to keep people from fall-
ing down onto the driveway from 
above. Back a the Plant Depart-
ment Jim and Bill cut and thread 
two pieces of black pipe. The pipe 
will screw into two round plates 
fastened to the concrete framing 
the driveway. 
Bill and I go to Plant for the 
screws and round plates. The Plant 
Department store room seems 
cavernous, but it's packed with 
shelves holding every piece of 
equipment and fixture used on 
campus. Everything that comes 
to campus goes through this room 
except the food. 
"Have you ever seen so much 
toilet paper in one place in your 
life?" 
Jim picks up the "Hilti," a drill 
for concrete, at the carpentry shop 
and we head back to the railing 
while Bill checks on a project 
from the day before. They had to 
call in an outside contractor to fix 
a sewer line that broke and backed 
up. 
"What a mess ! There were turds 
in the washing machine," says 
Jim. 
After fixing the railing they 
check on a faculty house that's 
been plagued by plastic fumes 
from it's furnace. 
"Looks like a plastic bag or 
something got on the heat ex-
changer. We scrape at it and bum 
if off when no one is home, and 
gave them space heaters to stay 
warm at night." 
The mouse and the plugged 
drain are both at houses on Tenth 
street. I had to wait in the truck. 
Plant workers aren't allowed to 
just go into any house, whenever 
they want. The work order is, ba-
sically, their permission slip. They 
never enter a house before nine in 
the morning, unless it's an emer-
gency. No one was home at either 
of the houses, so I couldn't go in. 
Fortunately, the drain didn't 
take too long. 
"A job like that can take us ten 
minutes, or two days." 
If there's one thing students 
could do to make Bill and Jim's 
job easier it would be to get work 
orders in promptly. 
"We want to make things best 
for the students. Ninety-nine per-
cent are good kids, but we get 
frustrated because they don't al-
ways write work orders 
up.... Don't let thing go too long, 
the faster you notify us, the faster 
we can get it fixed." 
It also helps to know as much 
as possible about the problem. 
"When something happens, 
give us accurate information. If 
the sink leaks, is it the faucet or 
underneath? That makes a big dif-
ference in the tools we need to 
bring." 
They ask that students don' t try 
to fix things themselves. 
THE CHOSEN: Bill and Jim keep 
"A couple years ago we had 
toilet that was plugged. The ki 
plunged it and flushed it once 
Later it flooded again—that night 
It turns out someone had droppe 
a tooth bush down it. If we ha 
know that we wouldn't have ha 
to tear the thing apart." 
As far as renovations go, yo 
might be surprised what Jim an 
Bill could do to your house. Asid 
from the usual requests fo 
jacuzzis and one student's reques 
that a garage be renovated for he 
car, some big projects get ap 
proved. 
"In one house we put a livin 
room and one and a half baths i 
The first step in the pr 
is chemical, not phys 
situation, Bill heads 
he hopes will do the t 
the rather silly na 
the basement. We didn't think i 
would fly, but it did. We did ev 
erything: carpet, lights..." 
Bill and Jim pass requests on t 
their boss. They don't have th 
final say on what gets done. 
A project like renovating 
whole house gives them some 
thing to sink their teeth into. It' 
also a chance to learn new things 
"I didn't know how to build 
door frame," says Jim, "but one 
you do it a couple times, yo 
figure it out. We ask the carpcn 
ters if we don't know how to d 
A HUME A WAY FROM FlUME: (above) Maintenance workers Bill and 
Jim carry everything they need to make repairs at campus houses. 
ITS A DIRTY JOB: (below) Clogged drains are frustrating and can take 
hours to fa. Here Bill tears out some of the plumbing to find a clog. 
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houses clog free and warm. 
cthing." 
en not occupied by major 
jects, they'll run through 
jects of smaller jobs. 
'We do a little of everything—
e that we do a lot of every-
g. This week we're doing a lot 
siding, next week it will be 
ter work." 
ill and Jim were installing a 
porch light on Lawrence 
en The Call came in. The big 
of the day. Bill's voice pager 
ckles to life with a request to 
Plant. He knocks on the door 
enters, asking tO use the phone. 
inute later he comes back. It's 
ogged drain by the Fieldhouse. 
of drain unclogging 
After sizing up the 
the truck for what 
e drain cleaner has 
rain-A-Go-Go." 
fter lunch we check it out. 
s time I get the OK to go in by 
of the students living there. 
kitchen sink and a bathroom 
share the same wall and 
bing, just on different sides. 
y're clog&ed and stuff—corn 
macoroni, mostly—that was 
posed to go down one sink has 
n gurgling up in the other. 
he first step in the process of 
n unclogging is chemical, not 
sical. After sizing up the situ-
n, Bill heads out to the truck 
what he hopes will do the  
trick. The drain cleaner has the 
rather silly name: "Drain-A-Go-
Go." 
"Better turn on the fan," he 
says, flipping it on. "There's a lot 
of acid in this. You have to wash 
it down so it doesn't eat away the 
pipes— with cold water. Hot wa-
ter will react." 
The drain cleaner sits in the 
bathroom sink for a while then 
sinks. He tries some water and it 
goes down also. But there's 
bubbles, and "that means there's 
something in there." 
The hand snake is the next step. 
You can feed the cable down 
plumbing and rotate it using a 
crank. This is supposed to eat a 
way and get rid of anything that's 
clogging the pipes. But this time 
hand snake doesn't cut it and Bill 
goes back to the truck for the 
"A job like this, we 
could take three 
hours," says Bill, 
screwing an adapter 
into a kitchen wall 
socket to accommo- 
date the snake's three 
pronged plug. 
electric snake. It's weighty thing 
with a large orange spool for the 
cable and a gray motor casing. A 
jagged, two-inch piece of steel 
sticks out from the center of the 
spool. It's time to get serious. 
"A job like this, we could take 
three hours," says Bill, screwing 
an adapter into a kitchen wall 
socket to accommodate the 
snake's three pronged plug. This 
and moving refrigerators, they tell 
me, are the only parts of their job 
they don't like. 
As serious as the snake looks at 
first, they replace the jagged blade 
with a small coil of wire, a re-
triever. After a serious go at the 
drain from the kitchen the retriever 
comes back bent at a right angle. 
The problem with this job is 
that the drain pipes from the two 
sinks join the main line at a right 
angle. Bill drew me a picture to 
explain: the plumbing they install 
has joints that look like Y's, so 
you can feed a snake smoothly 
down the works. This old plumb-
ing has joints that look like T's so 
you've got to force the snake to 
take a right turn before it gets to 
the clog. 
As if that wasn't enough the 
kitchen and bathroom sinks come 
together at the same place. Bill 
and Jim try various blades for the 
end of the snake, they move ev-
erything to the bathroom and try it 
there, then move it back to the 
kitchen. Instead of heading down 
the snake is just passing from one 
sink to the other. 
Finally, taking a hack saw to 
the black and white PVC pipe in 
the kitchen Jim is ready for one 
more try. Bill is in the bathroom  
with the plumbing there ripped 
out and a crow bar stuck in the 
works. They hope Bill can per-
suade the snake downward by 
blocking it's way into the bath-
room. The smell of sewage has 
filled the room: this was about the 
third strategy they had tried to 
unclog the drain. 
This time their labors finally 
pay off. Jim can push the snake on 
past the joint and down towards 
the elusive clog. Every now and 
then he hits something solid. Bill 
goes outside to the clean-out, a 
stump of five inch PVC pipe stick-
ing up from the sewage line head-
ing out of the house. He unscrews 
the cap. 
"Smells like my kid's breath," 
says Bill. 
We flush the toilet a few times 
and Bill can see some matter flow-
ing out of the house. It looks like 
the clog is clear. Jim isn't so sure, 
he thinks he's still up against 
something. 
"Jim, you're hitting that gasket 
right there," Bill says pointing at 
a black band at the base of the 
PVC clean-out. 
"I don't think I'm that far." 
They decide, however, that they 
have probably licked the clog. 
Bill heads back to Plant to &et 
some parts they need to rebuild 
the plumbing. 
The drain ran free the rest of the 
day, they tell me later that after-
noon securing a live wire my 
housemates and I found hanging 
in our basement. Yes, they up-
date me, that had been the end of 
the clog. As far as the furnace 
with the melted plastic, they have 
contracted someone to replace the 
heat exchanger sometime tomor-
row. 
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60 MINUTES: Tacoma Little Theatres' The 1940's Radio Hour cast perform a live radio broadcast on stage Jan. 
21 - Feb. 13. The cast includes Tracy Thompson, Jennifer Aylsworth, John Munn, Stacie Pinkney and Bill Timnick. 
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Don't call it a comeback . . . 
Duran Duran still belongs to the eighties 
By Carrie Siegel 
Music Reviewer 
Having never 
been much of a 
"Duranimal," 
the decision to 
plunk down the 
money to go see 
them in concert was a toughie. 
From the time I was barely able 
to turn a radio dial, I had an acute 
aversion to Duran Duran for the 
following reasons: 1) They were 
so effeminate, they made those 
sensitive lads from Depeche Mode 
seem comparatively macho 2) 
They've always struck me as be-
ing the prototypical (if not arche-
typal) plastic, made-for-MTV sort 
of band 3) Nick Rhodes' clown-
like make-up jobs made him and 
my Great Aunt Flora look fright-
eningly similar 4) They were very 
popular amongst the "muffy" 
crowd in my junior high 5) Four 
words: Her name is Rio . . . . 
I guess I could cite "peer pres-
sure" as the reason why I decided 
to part with twenty-six dollars 
and my anti-puerile-platinum-pop 
sensibilities and see these guys 
live in concert, but I cannot tell a 
lie. Truth be told, after rooming 
with various masochists who had 
a fetish for Decade (the album 
that documents ten years of Duran 
Duran's chart toppers) for a year 
and a half, this gregarious group 
actually began to grow on me. 
Songs like "The Reflex" and "A 
View To A Kill" are just so unde-
niably hooky, n'est-ce pas? 
But I always knew that it was 
just an illusion. 
Liking Duran t is like liking 
doughnuts. They both taste great 
going down, but they lack suffi-
cient nutritional value. It's all 
fluff. You feel you have to justify 
it: "Well know that Duran Duran 
is high in cholesterol, but...." So 
I told everyone that the real rea-
son why I was going to this con-
cert was because of the opening 
band, The Cranberries. Duran 
denial. 
After The Crunchberries (sic.) 
had finished their tasty set, I sat in 
the Seattle Center Coliseum and 
waited for the headliners with 
bated breath. 
Much to my surprise, the first 
song Duran Duran performed was 
a cover tune written by the late 
great Frank Zappa, who had died 
earlier that week. The irony in 
that is so, well, ironic. Poor Frank 
was probably doing 360's in his 
freshly-dug grave; the dudes of 
D2 are such addled glamour boys 
and Zappa was decidedly anti-
glamour, anti-bullshit. I learned 
later that the new D2 guitarist, 
Warren Cuccurullo, is an alum-
nus of the Frank Zappa band. It's 
a small, spooky world! 
Other than the opening song, 
not much about the concert left 
any lasting impression on me. It 
was okay. 
Simon Lebon (the lead singer, 
in case ya didn't know) strutted 
about sexually in a silvery suit 
that clung ever-so-tightly to his 
tush, but he just did not seem to be 
giving his all. In fact, all of the 
band members (including 
Cuccurullo) had a tired, "we're 
really sick of this" sort of de- 
meanor. The comical apex of the 
show occurred when Lebon tried 
to teach the audience the chorus 
to "Notorious." — It goes like 
this: NO, NO, Notorious!" Well, 
duh. 
On the way home, my friend 
Cynthia mused, "Simon Lebon 
still has to pay his rent so he's not 
above singing songs he's obvi-
ously tired of singing so that he  
can milk the American public for 
as much money as he can get." 
My sentiments exactly. Too bad I 
was one of the idiots who got 
suckered into keeping him in busi-
ness. 
Duran Duran's music is so cal-
culated and packaged that it just 
doesn't sound right when it's per-
formed live. Even the obvious 
hits like "Girls On Film" and  
"Wild Boys" lacked their usual 
catchy luster. The new songs (like 
the sappy "Ordinary World" and 
the tongue-in-cheek "Too Much 
Information") packed less pop 
than a can of corroded Cragmont. 
Although D2 is still truckin' after 
all these years, they've lost their 
panache; they will always be-
long to the eighties. 
Where's the beef? 
FLASHBACK: Pop sensation of the '80s,DuranDuran'sJohnTaylor,Simon LeBon, Warren Cuccurullo 
and Nick Rhodes convened at the Seattle Center Coliseum for a December concert. 
Tacoma turns its dial to the Little Theatre 
By Julie O'Donnell 
Guest Writer 
"Cheese and crackers! Pull your pants up 
for this one boys and girls!" Broadcasting 
live from the Algonquin Room of the Hotel 
Astor in New York City comes The 1940's 
Radio Hour. 
Now playing at the Tacoma Little The-
ater, The 1940's Radio Hour boasts a big band orchestra, 
nostalgic 1940's music such as "Blue Moon" and 
"Kalamazoo," uncanny commercial breaks, and a lively, 
rolling wit. 
Thirteen characters compose the "Mutual Manhattan 
Variety Cavalcade" (airing once a week on Radio Sta-
tion WOV). Forcing himself onto the main stage is 
Wally Fergusson, the aspiring drugstore delivery boy 
who has the dedication of a pitbull and the finesse of a 
semi. 
The Marilyn Monroe wannabe of the ensemble is 
Ginger Brooks, who flaunts her desire for every breath-
ing—preferably non-balding—male in the show. 
Character Neal Tilden receives the most versatile 
award for his raucous renditions of Ebeneezer Scrooge, 
a German diction teacher, a Mexican caballero and the 
typical nerd (who can't seem to keep his trousers secured  
around his waist). 
However, the surprise of the night is UPS's own Monte 
Sholz, playing B.J. Gibson, who gains himself a lead solo 
in the radio hour, not to mention the adoring eyes of the 
Cavalcade women. 
Stepping onto the set—for you become a participating 
component of the Radio Hour' s live studio audience—you 
"Forcing himself onto the main stage 
is Wally Fergusson, the aspiring 
drugstore delivery boy who has the 
dedication of a pitbull and the finesse 
of a semi." 
are surrounded by abundant '40s memorabilia–goose 
necked Coca-Cola bottles, an applause sign, cumbersome 
ebony telephones. Even the microphones send you back to 
the period when World War H was in full swing, when it 
was common for everyone to know how to waltz. 
Playwright Walton Jones makes no overwhelming or 
profound statement in The 1940's Radio Hour. Indeed, the 
play often confuses simple playing around with its in-
tended purpose of playing to us. Yet, it's 1942 and a war is 
on. Life's disturbing messages didn't need to be saved for 
the stage; they were flashing from every "Uncle Sam 
Want's You!" sign pasted up with dime-store glue to 
worthy telephone poles in town. 
What Jones reminds us of is the value and importance of 
amusement, of laughter, in and during the struggle of life. 
Laughter. Try it. Take five. 
While The Radio 1/our grinds to a start, leaving the 
audience unsure if it will ever actually "air," those with 
patience will be amply rewarded. The countdown to show 
time does arrive, and with it ends the manic underside of the 
radio's disorganized backstage. Tune in and allow the 
Manhattan Cavalcade to flirt with your tickle bone. This is 
one performance that won't disappoint. 
The 1940's Radio /lour is now showing at the Tacoma 
Little Theater and will run through February 12. For ticket 
prices and performance times contact the box office at 
(206) 272-2481. 
LIFE IS A TERRIBLE THING 
TO SLEEP THROUGH. 
PUT YOUR PARENTS 
IN A HOME 
OURS. 
COMMENCEMENT BAY 
Bed & Breakfast 
	
.3312 N. Union Ave. 
	 Food 
	
752-8175 
	 TO 001 
1 
Netfiawtel-e Reaaceitaia 
2514 N. Procior 
Tacoma 	 756-5092 
Mon - Sat 
11 am - 9pm 
Sun 4pm - 9 pm 
Senior and 
Student 
Discounts! 
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Johnny Depp proves he can act 
After Benny & Joon, Depp delivers another oddly-titled film 
C:lBy Katharine Dvorak 
A&E Editor 
If you love Johnny Depp and love Johnny 
Depp movies, then without hesitation I 
recommend seeing the new Paramount 
Pictures release What's Eating Gilbert 
Grape. You won't be disappointed. 
Dcpp is given ample opportun ty to flaunt 
his pretty-boy good looks, to give the females in the 
audience a few chances to sigh and wish there were more 
of him to go around, and to make the male sector wish he 
weren't so damn sensitive. 
Undoubtedly, the film will attract those hormonal pre-
teens who hang Johnny Depp posters on their walls, but 
don't be discouraged yet. The 
film will also attract those movie 
buffs who migrate towards criti-
callyacclaimed directors. Grape 
boasts powerful directing by one 
of Hollywood's recently ap-
plauded directors, Lasse 
Hallstrom, who won praise in 
the movie industry for My Life 
is a Dog. 
Based on the novel by Peter 
Hedges, Grape is a contempo-
rary version of the timeworn "re- 
ality check" experience of al- 
most every coming of age story. The midwestern farming 
community of Endora, Iowa, sets the scene for the film, 
where modernity is barely breaking through the thick and 
strongly protected shield of small town consciousness 
(which is epitomized by the local Mom and Pop grocery 
store's I- cared of the town's new mega-supermarket called 
Foodla• id). 
Grope presents small town ideology, small town gossip, 
and n ore importantly, small town stagnation. It tells the 
story of the Grape family and their desperation as they 
barely manage to escape the stagnant lifestyle characteris-
tic of Endora. 
Depp plays Gilbert Grape, a small town boy waking up 
to the fact that his small town life is taking him nowhere. 
But for those who don't particularly care about Depp or the 
new movie scripts he's landed, don't worry. Depp does not 
dominate the film with any type of good looking movie star 
attitude. Within the first few minutes, it is obvious that the 
film's merit reaches well beyond Depp playing the lead 
role. 
In the opening scene, we are immediately introduced to 
Depp's mentally handicapped eighteen-year-old brother, 
Arnie, played by Leonardo DiCaprio, as he anxiously 
awaits the annual infestation of summer motor home 
campers. We then witness Arnie chop the head off of a live 
grasshopper only to cry over the dead insect. And more 
than once he escapes the torture of reality on the ground by 
taking refuge high atop an electrical tower. 
From these preliminary 
  scenes on, Arnie's character 
competes with Depp for the 
audience's attention and com-
passion, and in most cases 
emerges as the victor as view-
ers can't help but be fascinated 
the spectacle of a seven-year-
old mind playing inside an eigh-
teen-year-old body. 
Arniedefinitely proves he has 
a strong mind of his own, handi- 
capped as it may be, and steals 
the scenes with his sincere emo- 
tion, little boy curiosity, and non judgmental compassion. 
We may wonder what will become of Arnie as the film 
draws to a close; however his fate is unfortunately obvious. 
DiCaprio is awe-inspiring, proving 
himself to be at home up on the screen 
and giving life to an otherwise lifeless 
script. 
After Arnie, the second Grape family 
"embarrassment" is introduced: the 500 
lb. (or more) dilapidated mother who 
for the past seven years has not moved 
from the family room couch and whose 
weight is causing the floor to slowly 
crumble into the basement below. 
A widow since her husband commit-
ted suicide, Mrs. Grape, played by 
Darlene Cates, is outwardly repulsive. 
She smokes, speaks in a whiny voice, 
and has the dinner table physically 
brought to her as she sits marooned on 
the couch. But nonetheless we feel for 
her. 
It is apparent that this is Cates' first 
bout in with acting, but her raw man-
nerisms and calculated responses give 
her character credibility. 
As a person Cates is very strong. 
Insults abound unrelentlessly through-
out the film, never giving Cates a break 
from cutting words. Depp tritely de-
scribes his mother by asking "Have you 
ever seen a picture of a beached whale?" 
As for Depp, he must be given credit. 
He does act well. As the over-burdened 
savior of the Grape family, he displays 
convincing desperation and honest emotion. He delivers 
both comic relief and heart-felt scenes of devotion and 
compassion that may lead one to admit that his handsome 
face may not really get in the way of taking him seriously 
as an actor. 
What's Eating Gilbert Grape is a beautiful story with a 
beautiful moral. At times, however, the audience is too 
forcibly fed this moral. I found myself wondering half way 
through the film just how much more plot could possibly 
be added to make the point when it was already so clearly 
Famous for his unusual character names, Johnny Depp 
stars as Gilbert Grape in the latest Paramount Pictures 
release. Depp's film opened last weekend. 
ingrained into my mind. 
One may wonder near the end why the director is drag-
ging the plot along when the ending seems so predictable. 
And at approximately two hours in length, it is perhaps a 
little too long. 
The theme is blatantly obvious, even before Arnie yells 
"We then witness Arnie chop the 
head off of a live grasshopper only 
to cry over the dead insect. And 
more than once he escapes the torure 
of reality on the ground by taking 
refuge high atop an electrical 
tower." 
"We are going nowhere! We are going nowhere!" in the 
middle of the film. But be patient. I was surprised at the 
conclusion and felt satisfied that the ending did justice to 
the preceding dragged-out plot. Although I still wish the 
film's editor was a little more comfortable with a pair of 
scissors. 
What's Eating Gilbert Grape is rated PG - 13 and opened 
last weekend at the Lincoln Plaza theater. 
Just a reminder . . . 
Black History Month 
isn't over yet 
LADYSMITH BLACK MAMBAZO 
will finalize the festivities in the 
Fieldhouse, Sunday Jan.30. 
"Undoubtedly, What's Eating 
Gilbert Grape will attract those 
hormonal preteens who hang 
Johhny Depp posters on their 
wall, but don't be discouraged 
yet." 
NEED AN EXTRA $100? 
[
eople needed to sell tickets for 
a national speaker. Quick and 
easy money. For more 
information (206) 345-5828 
HIRING SUMMER 
MANAGEMENT NOW 
College Pro Painters Ltd. 
est. 1971 700+franchises 
Seattle,Tacoma, and Olympia 
positions open 
Average 1st summer trofit 
$8000 
call 1-800-392-1386 for info 
Shooting the bull about the right to bear arms 
The recent media focus on gun control has kicked 
off one of the most hotly-debated issues since 
abortion. There has been a flood of editorials, talk 
show debates, as well as the recent erection of the 
gun clock in New York, which flashes a gigantic 
"BANG!" every few seconds to commemorate each 
shooting that occurs in America. 
The Trail would like to fire off a round as well. 
The National Rifle Association has maintained a 
vehement lobby against any 
and every form of firearm 
regulation. It has repeatedly 
argued that legislators will 
try to restrict the Second 
Amendment until the ability 
to even possess a handgun is 
taken away. 
That's a good place to be-
gin evaluating the issue. 
What happens when we take 
away the right to bear arms? 
Some argue that criminals 
and lunatics will always find 
a way to get guns and that 
law-abiding citizens will be 
the only ones left at risk. 
However, just because a law 
doesn't eradicate a problem 
doesn't mean we shouldn't pass it. Doubtless, there 
would be fewer accidental deaths in the home, as 
well as fewer killings in general if it was repealed. 
A recent study found that gun-owning families 
were three times as likely to incur a homicide than 
those who didn't own guns. Even when those homi-
cides pertain to death of an intruder, the loss of 
human life should be avoided . Burglary, no matter 
how invasive, should never be considered an im-
promptu capital offense. All things considered, it's 
safer to invest in a burglar alarm. 
Beyond the statistics about who is killing whom, 
we need to look closely at the significance of repeal-
ing one of this country's founding amendments. This 
should not be done without a great deal of reserva-
tion. What if we then amended "All men are created 
equal"? Any newspaper should be wary of advocat-
ing the elimination of the right to bear arms if it sets 
a precedent for eliminating the freedom of the press. 
Historically, though, the 
constitution was designed to 
change with the times. The 
Second Amendment was 
written at a time when the 
country still stood the risk of 
invasion, and guns fired at a 
rate of approximately one 
round per minute. Two hun-
dred years later, we have as-
sault rifles that fire off ten 
rounds per second and any-
one who is old enough can 
buy one in a store. Would the 
Founding Fathers be satis-
fied with a law that encour-
ages private gun possession 
if they knew Americans were 
killing other Americans by 
the thousands? 
The Second Amendment is probably best 
left intact. However, passing a law such as manda-
tory training courses and for all gun-owners would 
not infringe on the right to possess a firearm. The 
NRA has always advocated the appropriate use of 
firearms. ("Guns don't kill, people do.") Logically, 
they should support the legal enforcement of respon-
sible gun use and possession. Unfortunately, logic 
and firearms are often mutually exclusive. 
Any newspaper 
should be wary of 
advocating the 
elimination of the 
right to bear arms if 
it sets a precedent 
for eliminating the 
freedom of the 
press. 
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Editorial Policy 
The Trail is published weekly by the Associ-
ated Students of the University of Puget Sound. 
Opinions and advertisements do not necessar-
ily reflect the views of the Associated Students, 
the University or its Board of Trustees. Staff 
Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the 
opinion of the majority of the core staff 
Articles in the opinions section are printed at 
the discretion of the Opinions Editor and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of this news- 
paper. The Trail reserves the right not to print 
letters over two hundred words and to edit any 
letters printed. All letters must have a signa- 
ture and a phone number and are due no 
later than Monday at 5 p.m. Anonymous 
letters will be printed only at the 
discretion of the Editor. Letters and other 
correspondence may be addressed to: 
The Trail, University of Puget Sound, 
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416. 
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Puget Sound Trail  Clinton's '94 Euro tour: 
all style, little substance 
Political Commentary 
qBy Todd Starkweather 
Political Columnist 
As President Bill Clinton's 
freshman year in office wore down, 
he concluded it with his most suc-
cessful foreign policy campaign to 
date— his week-long trip to Eu-
rope and his meeting with Russian 
President Boris Yeltstin. 
Now, when I say "successful," I 
feel obliged to qualify it. Clinton's 
trip was, as Sam Donaldson said, 
"cosmetically" successful. He 
looked good, and made sure every 
European who saw him knew that 
he looked good. Remember that 
politics are about 95 percent ap-
pearance and 5 percent substance, 
or something close to it. 
Clinton took a nostalgic stroll 
along the streets of Prague, where 
he had visited as a student. He 
played his sax in a famous jazz bar 
there. In the Ukrainian Republic 
he took several straight shots of 
vodka, at the urging of Ukrainian 
President Leonid Kravchuck. He 
looked good, and, appearance-
wise, he didn't do anything overly 
stupid. 
In fact, he did a decent job of 
representing America to foreign 
diplomats and politicians. Colum-
nist Mark Shields was so impressed 
with Clinton's trip abroad that he 
said that it was the turning point in 
Clinton's presidency. Shields said 
that people now see Clinton as the 
President of the U.S., and no longer 
just the former governor of Arkan-
sas. 
Well, it's obvious that Shields is 
a big fan of Clinton, but he didn't 
take a very close look at the sub-
stance of Clinton's trip. 
Clinton's actual accomplish-
ments were average. Nothing great 
was achieved, but no harm was 
done either. In fact, Clinton didn't 
really do anything. He claimed to 
have, but when you look at the 
nuts and bolts of what was accom-
plished, the structure of Clinton's 
foreign policy looks very frail. 
The agreement to dismantle 
Ukraine's nuclear arsenal, the third 
largest in the world, is far from 
complete and could fall apart at 
any moment. Clinton still isn't 
certain that he will be able to fulfill  
his promise to Boris Yeltsin of 2.5 
billion dollars in Russian aid. Con-
gress will have to O.K. that allot-
ment of tax dollars before Clinton 
can mail it over to Yeltsin. 
Another pseudo-accomplishment 
of Clinton's was the promise to 
allow the Eastern European coun-
tries into the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO). This whole 
thing still boggles me a wee bit. 
The whole purpose of NATO is to 
be a military alliance: If one coun-
try in NATO is attacked or in-
vaded, the other countries in NATO 
will come to its defense. 
Clinton, knowing that American 
citizens wouldn't be too hot on the 
idea of sending troops to defend, 
let's say, the Slovak Republic from 
Bulgaria, made a little change to 
exempt us from defending the East-
em European countries from an 
attack. 
Well, here's my question: If the 
whole purpose of NATO is a mili-
tary alliance where the countries 
within the alliance defend each 
other from attack, what the hell 
good is it if we don't defend the 
other countries in NATO? 
I suppose countries like the Czech 
Republic, the Slovak Republic and 
Poland will have to content them-
selves with receiving handsome 
NATO nametags and some free 
dinners at the White House. 
Clinton's biggest blunder of the 
whole trip was not meeting with 
Russian Parliament leader and ul-
tra - nati onal i s t, Vladimir  
Zhirinovsky. I agree with presi-
dent Clinton that political ideolo-
gies like Zhirinovsky's should be 
avoided like the plague, but it just 
isn't good foreign policy to ignore 
the second most powerful man in 
Russia. Even if Clinton doesn't 
like or agree with Zhirinovsky, he 
should have at least met with him 
to try to form some sort of semi-
stable diplomatic relationship, be-
cause there is the possibility that 
one day this man could become the 
Russian president. It's a scary 
thought to consider that this is the 
same man who sucker-punched a 
person who bumped into him in 
lunch line and who threatened to 
nuke Germany when he was de-
nied a visa. 
Well, Clinton's trip to Europe 
wasn't a failure, but it wasn't a 
success either. All in all, not a lot 
was accomplished other than dip-
lomatic posturing. Clinton made 
himself look good, and if he hadn't 
been dogged by questions regard-
ing Whitewater, he would have 
probably looked better. 
Oh, and a little bit of foreign 
policy advice to the President: If 
Zhirinovsky ever becomes the Rus-
sian President, mail him a visa. 
"I hope so because it "No, I know some of them are "There are so many people on the "Yes it is—in fact I have 
would be very wasteful not because the janitors are different recycling teams that at proof! I just don't have it 
if all of Brian's beer instructed to throw away some least one would have spilled the with me." 
bottles were not." of it if it is overflowing." beans if they didn't recycle." —Scot Duffield 
—Mark Jordan —Stacy Williams —Heidi Leekley & Joshua Kenboll 
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Counseling skinheads: walking the fine 
line between education and propaganda 
q13y Sundown Stauffer 
Staff Writer 
last year in Los Angeles, a 
group calling themselves the 
Fourth Reich Skinheads conspired 
to assassinate African-American 
and Jewish leaders. Their plans 
included attacks on the First Afri-
can Methodist church in which they 
intended to strafe the crowd and 
throw pipe bombs into their midst. 
The skinheads, who were all in 
their late teens or early twenties, 
hoped to ignite a racial war in the 
U.S. An FBI investigation led to 
the arrest of the skinheads, but 
they were not sent to prison for 
their crimes of hate. 
Assistant U.S. attorney Marc R. 
Greenburg, who was the prosecu-
tor in the skinheads' trial, proposed 
a program that was designed to 
combat the hatred that the youths 
bore toward minorities. This pro-
gram involved a visit to a local 
prison, a viewing of the film 
Schindler's List, a tour of the Mu-
seum of Tolerance and the Holo-
caust Museum at the Simon 
Wiesanthal Center in West Los 
Angeles, and meetings with the  
holocaust survivors and minority 
leaders, those same people who 
had been their assassination tar-
gets. Were they being given a 
chance to open their minds or were 
they being reeducated? 
As I happened to be in Los Ange-
les recently, I had a chance to see 
both Schindler' s List as well as the 
Museum of Tolerance and the Ho-
locaust Museum. Schindler's List 
is an epic film which met with 
immediate public success. Presi-
dent Clinton was a big supporter of 
the film, and made a comment that 
he felt it should be viewed by ev-
eryone in the U.S. There is a popu-
lar opinion that the film should be 
compulsory viewing, particularly 
for a younger generation who did 
not grow up with a sense of the 
Holocaust's gravity. 
At the Simon Wiesenthal Cen-
ter, there are two parts to the expo-
sition. The first part is the Museum 
of Tolerance, wherein the partici-
pants use interactive displays to 
learn about prejudice, both histori-
cal and current. 
Before you enter, your guide 
shows you two doors, one marked, 
"PREJUDICED," and the other 
"UNPREJUDICED." The latter is 
locked; everybody goes in 
"PREJUDICED." You encounter 
all sorts of things. There is an 
animatronic puppet show which 
demonstrates cartoonish racial 
slurs, there are several CD/ROM 
kiosks that let you interactively 
learn about the L.A. riots, there are 
movies, electronic databases and 
games. It's very provocative and 
very glitzy. 
The second part is called the 
Holocaust Museum. It is an auto-
mated audio/visual presentation of 
the history of the Nazi Party and 
the nature and formation of the 
concentration camps and death 
camps. The latter part of the pre-
sentation takes place in several 
chambers that mimic actual loca-
tions from the Auschwitz camp. 
 
The final stage takes place in a 
replica of a gas chamber, where 
TV monitors relay survivors' ac-
counts of Nazi atrocities. 
Both Schindler's List and the 
museum are exhausting to experi-
ence. They portray, using the height 
of modern technological art, what 
were likely the most horrifying 
events of our century. Both are 
clear in their agendas. 
I feel that it's very important to 
determine why these educational 
opportunities are so important to 
our c ulture. When I first read of the 
counselling program for the Fourth 
Reich Skinheads, I was immedi-
ately reminded of the the reeduca-
tion of Alex, the teen aberrant in 
Anthony Burgess' A Clockwork 
Orange. 
In the story, Alex, a young anar-
chist and perpetrator of senseless 
violence and rape, is imprisoned 
and subjected to torturous 
Skinnerian mental conditioning. 
After the conditioning, he is left 
without the option of even consid-
ering violence or sex. 
The Skinhead's counselling pro-
gram, while leaving their free will 
intact, possesses a definite agenda. 
It presents a correct way to think 
about racism and discrimination. 
The purpose of the program is os-
tensibly to promote diversity, to 
present broader views on ethnicity, 
to promote tolerance and accep-
tance. 
Does this mean that racial views 
of are unacceptable? It seems to 
me that a definitive view of toler-
ance, given compulsorily, reflects 
a muddled view difference and  
hatred. When sociologists want to 
examine racial, ethnic, religious 
and sexual differences seriously, 
there is a tremendous amount of 
public emotional baggage holding 
up tolerance and equality as a shield 
which gets in the way. Conserva-
tive thinking might call it political 
correctness; I think that's an over-
simple word used by weak minds. 
However I think that one-sided 
thinking obstructs examination of 
the key issues of hatred, domina-
tion war, and national power. 
World War II lies at the heart of 
the issue. The War was the most 
significant event of this century, 
and the world continues to ripple 
in its wake. Modern opinion reacts 
to the Jolly Roger of National So-
cialism by projecting anti-judg-
mental agendas over its history 
like a plastic wellcap gluegunned 
over a gushing black oil geyser. 
Anti-hate propaganda is just as 
dogmatic as neo-Nazi propaganda. 
Perhaps the real question is whether 
or not nations can be permitted to 
hold national identities that exist 
beyond the level of superficial pa-
triotic public relations. 
When governments make some-
thing compulsory, whether it is an 
educational counselling program 
for youths guilty of conspiracy or 
the screening of Schindler's List, 
they show that they subscribe to a 
communal identity which favors 
one ideological stance and over-
rides another. Schindler's List is a  
fine piece of art, but it is also a 
piece of propaganda, just as much 
as Leni Riefenstahl's "Triumph of 
the Will." 
I think that it is true that we do 
need to understand hatred, we need 
to comprehend the Holocaust. 
Jacques Derrida said "I do not 
think, as of yet, that we understand 
Nazism." Derrida has been ac-
cused of being a Nazi sympathizer. 
Let us not becothe so dogmatic in 
our thinking that we recreate the 
ignorance which preceded us. 
Postscript: I was discussing these 
issues with my father, with whom 
I had seen both Schindler's List 
and the Wiesenthal Center mu-
scum. He asked me what my opin-
ion was of Nazism, what my reac-
tion to the skinheads' acts of vio-
lence would be. 
I considered and said, "I just 
think that we shouldn't be hasty in 
coming to a judgement." 
My dad replied, "There I dis-
agree with you completely. That 
attitude let the Nazis come to 
power." 
I said, "If I had been alive during 
the time that Hitler was coming to 
power, I'd have only wanted to 
have had a level awareness that 
would have seen what was com-
ing. I would have told as many 
people as possible to escape be-
forehand." 
He said, "There were plenty of 
people like that. Almost nobody 
listened to them." 
Perhaps the real question is whether or not 
nations can be permitted to hold national 
identities that exist beyond the level of su- 
perficial patriotic public relations. 
When sociologists want to examine racial, 
ethnic, religious and sexual differences seri- 
ously, there is a tremendous amount of pub- 
lic emotional baggage holding up tolerance 
and equality as a shield which gets in the 
way. 
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Jackson, Bobbitt, Harding: a three-ring media circus 
qBy Stacey George 
Opinions Editor 
A. h, yes. The media circus 
has begun once again. In the eyes 
of its viewers, people such as 
Michael Jackson, Lorena Bobbitt, 
the Menendez brothers and Tonya 
Harding all share one thing in com-
mon: They are all CRIMINALS! 
Not that these people have actu-
ally been convicted of their al-
leged crimes, but they have suf-
fered immense blows from the 
media that have made it nearly 
impossible to prove their inno-
cence. 
For example, let's take a look at 
Tonya Harding. Here is an Olym-
pic-level figure skater preparing  
for the Winter Games in 
Lillehammer this February. In ad-
dition to the pressure to capture the 
gold, Harding has become a prime 
suspect in the Nancy Kerrigan at-
tack. Not that there isn't an ironic 
connection or a good reason for 
this speculation. However, this has 
made it nearly impossible for 
Harding to continue with her train-
ing in the right frame of mind. 
After all, she could be completely 
innocent; however, the media's 
prejudice has eradicated any chance 
of her ever becoming a role model 
for young skaters. 
She has had a parade of cameras 
following her around since the al-
legations first came out. She has 
had to resort to training at midnight 
in hopes of dodging the media. 
Now if this situation involved 
the everyday Jane Doe, she would 
have had a chance to prove her 
innocence. But because this is an 
Olympic-level figure skater from 
Oregon, the situation has gained 
more coverage than CBS can prob- 
ably do with the Olympic games 
themselves. Not only has it been 
splattered across the front page of 
every major newspaper, but it has 
become the topic of several talk 
shows. 
A local newscast has gone as far 
as digging up a previous interview 
with Harding when she was just 
fifteen years old. In this interview, 
Harding explained that her mother 
was very abusive when she was a 
child and her only salvation was to 
become intensely involved with 
skating in order to avoid the on-
going abuse from her mom. The 
reporter suggested that Harding's 
abuse as a child has lead her to 
abuse her own teammate in order 
to capture a gold in the Olympic 
games. 
Now come on people, is this 
really necessary? Yeah, maybe 
Harding is guilty, but hasn't the 
media gone a little too far with 
their own private investigating tac-
tics? Shouldn't that be left for the 
authorities to investigate instead 
of a news station? This very atti- 
tude among the media has turned 
around Harding's right to be pro-
tected under the law. Instead of 
remaining innocent until proven 
guilty, she is already guilty until 
proven otherwise. And this has 
become the media's attitude among 
most public figures. 
The point I am trying to make is 
that the media has taken over the 
jury's role by incriminating the 
unconvicted. Not only will Harding 
have to fight to maintain her posi- 
tion on the Olympic team, but she 
will have to suffer the long-term 
consequences of such a media 
frenzy. Regardless of the outcome, 
her endorsements have already 
started to decline. Even if she does 
make it to the Winter Games to 
win the gold, do you really expect 
to see her on the front of a 
"Wheaties" box? Not very likely. 
The irony of all of this media 
exposure is that we, the voyeuristic 
newsmongers, are the guilty ones. 
Not only are we following these 
stories, but we have already bought 
into the belief that they are guilty. 
We can't help but hear the name 
Michael Jackson and immediately 
picture a pedophile in charge of a 
slumber party. We can't help but 
envision spoiled and greedy 
Beverly Hills kids when we hear 
the name Menendez. Men can't 
help but cross their legs and shud-
der when they hear the name 
"Bobbit." We the viewers will re-
main guilty until they are proven 
innocent. 
The media has taken over the jury's role by 
incriminating the unconvicted. 
Letters to the Editor i>ei 
Fear of socialism causes rationalization of nukes 
To the Editor: 
A documentary was shown 
on PBS television stations after 
much public pressure called 
"Building Bombs." It was very 
disturbing! Evidently, the corpo-
ration (DuPont) which contracted 
with the federal government to 
build nuclear weapons at the Sa-
vannah River plant buried nuclear 
waste in cardboard boxes and left 
liquid waste exposed in open pits. 
Turtles lived in these open pits and 
became radioactive. Then, there 
was the rather comical spectacle of  
company officials chasing radio-
active turtles across the country-
side. I kept wondering what would 
have happened if more mobile ani-
mals, like birds, had become ra-
dioactive. One legacy of the Cold 
War is extensive radioactive con-
tamination of United States soil at 
Hanford, Rocky Flats, Savannah 
River and numerous other places. 
The Soviet Union dumped nuclear 
waste into the Arctic Ocean and, 
more recently, into the Sea of Ja-
pan. 
This is sheer madness, and the 
rationalization for it is asinine as 
well! The United States claimed it  
was protecting democracy from 
communism, but that lie was ex-
posed by the numerous fascist dic-
tatorships the United States sup-
ported and sometimes brought to 
power through the CIA. 
I think there are three real rea-
sons for the Cold War. First, I 
believe the economic elite in the 
United States were intensely afraid 
of a philosophy, namely social-
ism, which threatened their tre-
mendous wealth and power. Sec-
ond, the corporations in the mili-
tary-industrial complex were mak-
ing very large profits from weap-
ons production. Third, capitalist  
economies do not function well 
without massive government 
spending. Since spending on so-
cial programs is not considered 
"macho" and smacks of "social-
ism," this government spending 
had to be on weapons production. 
Now that the Cold War is over, I 
fear greatly that the American 
people will again be deceived into 
accepting some future rationaliza-
tions for a continuing arms prolif-
eration. Will it be terrorism, mak-
ing other countries "stable" or de-
feating narcotics dealers or war-
lords? I don't know, but I have a 
gnawing suspicion that something  
will be invented. 
Must we have even more radio-
active waste buried in cardboard 
boxes or dumped at sea so that the 
rich can get even richer and allevi-
ate their fears about the spread of 
socialism or so the transnational 
corporations can complete their 
world domination? I hope with all 
my heart that the American people 
are not so complacent, apathetic, 
uncritical and illogical in their 
thinking as to accept this future 
prognosis! 
Gary Sudborough 
Bellflower, CA 
LiFE 
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o= Media ia di storts Christmas B  
To the Editor: 
As the United States partici-
pates in the unholy celebration of 
Christmas by the purchase of bil-
lions of dollars of useless items, 
the nation should remember whose 
birth is being affirmed. 
Jesus the Christ was born in the 
poverty of a cave, lived in the pov-
erty of an obscure village, and died 
in the poverty of a cross. The gifts 
provided by the Magi were not 
birthday presents. Their gifts pro-
claimed the royalty of Jesus. 
The American communications 
media, especially television, is 
deliberately avoiding the word 
"Christmas." In place of it, the 
empty expression "Season' s Greet- 
To the Editor: 
(We are born alone, die 
alone, and some of us have the 
waking Misfortune of being or-
phaned by our law School. 
So who really made this deci-
sion? What back-room names pre-
ceded this flurry of mailings from 
blindsided law professors and 
alumni presidents? Is this the kind 
of transaction where one side pays 
money to the other? That's okay—
just tell me how much. Who (or 
which university) received money 
for the sale of the law school? 
So aside from the obvious (must 
ings" is employed, particularly by 
the newspaper and television ad-
vertising industry. 
In pm-Christian times, tribes cel-
ebrated the passage of a season 
with a ritual of worship to their 
gods. These tribes worshipped de-
mons. Part of the ritual often in-
cluded human sacrifice. 
This society, manipulated by the 
atheistic media, is returning to the 
ancient practices of seasonal wor-
ship. The epidemic murders of large 
groups of people provides the hu-
man sacrifice. 
The desecration of Christmas to 
satisfy demonically inspired de-
sires is blasphemy. 
Joseph E. Vallely 
Washington, CT 
we all file separate Motions to 
Reissue Law School Diplomas 
Nunc Pro Tunc to conform to the 
Trustees' coup d' itat or will a class 
action suffice?), I ask you to pass 
along my request to that yet name-
less Seattle University undergradu-
ate given the job of calling me 
some night soliciting money for 
the Seattle University Law School: 
Read Chaplinsky v. New Hamp-
shire first. 
It will save them the cost of the 
call. 
Chuck Ruch, 
UPS Law School, Class of 1976 
Kankakee, IL 
Orphaned lawyer iT13kos request 
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!!! 
OPHY 
NES BOHR 
$50.00 
=200 pages 
$ .25 per page 
Following the arrest of the staff of the UPS Bookstore (the notorious crime 
ring of criminal textbook peddlers), TPD is still at a loss to explain how the 
ringleader expected to rationalize the $50.00 price tag on a soft-cover book less than 
half an inch thick. TPD promised that this pricing scheme was grounds for Fraud, 
Lunacy and First Degree Highway Robbery. 
Possible explanations for the price tag are as follows: 
It comes with a rectangular vinyl record. 
It's made from Bohr-model atoms. 
It comes with Neils Bohr. 
It's made from Neils Bohr. 
"The Combat Zone" is in-
tended as a satirical work and, 
as such, has been set off from 
the rest of this paper. 
Resemblences to any person, 
place, thing or other entity 
without satirical intent are 
strictly coincidental. 
— The Trail: Conspiracy is our middle name. 
  
  
.satire 
Attention, gentle readers. With the recent organized rebellion of the Trail staff, there have been a few changes made. These far-reaching 
strategies are designed to cut some of the unnecessary financial burdens faced by our Business Manager. In short, we had three cost-cutting 
options at our disposal: cut the total number of pages in The Trail, solicit more ads, or convert The Combat Zone into a shameless money-
making venture. After a near-unanimous staff vote, the decision was made to "nationalize" The Combat Zone for the use of the highest bidder. 
For the rest of the semester, The Zone will offer the following services (for a small fee, of course). And remember, there will still be the same 
wild and wacky tidbits from week to week. They just won't be funny anymore. 
Just look at what services The Combat Zone' now offers!!! 
Personalized Attacks: Zone 'Protection': Celebritization: Betting pools: 
You can solicit one or more Per- For a price, The Combat Zone will The Zone will feature your name in Wagers will be accepted according 
sonal Attacks on your enemies to be 
run in The Combat Zone. Write your 
guarantee that your person, depart- 
ment or organization will not be sati- 
our lead satirical article of the week, 
but with our patented Wacky Twist°. 
to odds set by Eddie, the Trail bookie. 
Semester-long contests include: 
own or select one from our catalog. rized, slandered or otherwise ma- You'll be given a fake name and Guessing the Most Satirized Depart- 
Pejorative references to your nem- ligned for the rest of the semester. treated as a primary character in a ment (Updated odds: Women's S tud- 
eses can range anywhere from hav- Our collectors, Mitch and Vinnie, story that never happened. If you're ies Department: 15 to 1; Chemistry: 
ing that not-so-special someone re- will come around to your office or daring enough to brave the limelight 5 to 1; Business Department: 1 to 1. 
ferred to as a "poopy-pants" ($5), an dorm "recommending" that you sign of Trail exposure, this is the choice Note: For obvious reasons, the En- 
"albino fascist" ($20), or a "pizza- 
belching Honors nerd with all the 
up just in case your good name should 
meet with a nasty accident. For a 
for you. (President Pierce is one of 
our best clients.) It also makes a great 
glish department is still ineligible.), 
Guessing the Number of Times ' Ma- 
social grace of an incontinent yak." small additional fee, this privilege birthday surprise, and involves less licious' Appear in Crimes on Cam- 
($45). Other services include veiled can be extended to the rest of the physical effort than actually throw- pus, and Guessing the Number of 
references and in-depth background paper as well. Note: Members of the ing your best friend into a fountain. Days Before the First Spontaneous 
checks, printed with the kind of juicy English Department are not eligible ($120 to be a Principle Source, $40 Resignation. Tickets not official un- 
details that only The Trail can 
provide. 
for this particular service. for a Passing Reference.) til validated. 
Crimes on Campus: Dave's ad slogans for 
Twix® candy bar, Part 1 
The Trail celebrates its return to randomness 
Twix. . . .Delicious. 
Twix. . . .For when you have that not-so-fresh feeling. 
Twix. . . .Better than oysters. 
Silly Rabbit, Twix are for kids. 
Twix. .It does a body good. 
Twix is gonna move ya. 
Twix. .Strongest you can buy without a prescription. 
I like the Twix in you. 
We're looking for a few good Twix. 
Twix. . . .in about an hour. 
Twix. . . .Little. Yellow. Different. 
Don't miss Twix' Free Beef Month 
Twix. . . .For her pleasure. 
Twix. .Oui! 
Announcement 
Next week,The Combat Zone will begin a weekly Q&A column 
headed up by Delores, The UPS Answer Lady. Drop your campus-
related queries off in the Letters to the Editor folder in The Trail 
office before the end of each week. Otherwise, we'll have to make 
something up. 
Pro/con: Cold weather 
PRO: Beats having an earth- 	 CON: For starters, the fact that 
quake. 	 it's cold outside. 
PRO: That Seattle layered look 	 CON: Twice as much laundry 
is s0000 hip right now. 	 littering the floor. 
PRO: Getting to wear the Eddie 	 CON: There still isn't going to 
Bauer stuff you got for Christmas. be a decent campus snowball fight. 
PRO: Getting to lie on Todd 
	
CON: Walking to campus takes 
Field and make "mud angels." 	 less time than defrosting your car. 
PRO: Foggy evenings look like 	 CON: Chiselling frozen smok- 
Stephen King novels. 	 ers from the library stairs. 
Sign up now for 
ASUPS 
positions. 
You could be the next: 
/ Eat \ENT, 
VICE PRESIDENT 
or choose from any 
of a number of 
senatorial positions 
Get involved 
These will be the best four or five years of your life 
Sign up in SUB 210 (the ASUPS office) 
